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+17809802226 - http://www.nitzaspizza.ca/

Here you can find the menu of Nitza's Pizza in Leduc. At the moment, there are 18 courses and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Nitza's Pizza:

Shout to Joseph and the rest of the team in Nitza's Leduc for their great service and great pizza. I brought some
home for our family to try for the first time and all loved it; my brother is mostly very picky with his pizza, but he
said he would be absolutely order from here again. There was a generous amount of fresh toppings, the sauce
was delicious, the crust had only the right crunch, and both pizzas were perfec... read more. The restaurant is

accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What Murray Swanson
doesn't like about Nitza's Pizza:

My biggest pet peeve? 2 for 1 pizza places. An XL cheese pizza here is $42+ so if I said hey I want only 1 pizza
I'd have to pay 42 dollars for 1? Charging double for a pizza and then claiming a 2 for 1 deal ain't much of a deal

is it? read more. Are you looking for sweets? In Nitza's Pizza you will find magical desserts that will certainly
fulfill your cravings, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the crispy and crunchy pizza, baked straight out of

the oven in an original manner. Most courses are prepared in the shortest time for you and served.
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Appet�er�
FRIED PICKLES

P�z�
CHEESE PIZZA

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Ad�-On�
RANCH

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

NACHOS

Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

POUTINE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

ONION

BEEF

MEAT

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -22:00
Tuesday 11:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:00 -22:00
Thursday 11:00 -22:00
Friday 11:00 -23:00
Saturday 11:00 -23:00
Sunday 03:00 -22:00
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